
WWW - Write down the things that 

you really enjoyed about our PBL.

EBI - Write down the things that 

you feel need to be improved or 

changed for our next PBL.

I THINK WE WORKED WELL AS A 

TEAM AND HELPED ME IN A 

TEAM AND SIR DIDNT TALK 

ALOT AND DIDNT BOARD US TO 

DEATH!!!!!!!!!!!!

WE HAD MORE TIME TO 

IMPROVE BEFORE THE 

EXHIBITION DAY

  fun

  indipendant

  better 

  better facilities

 it would be better if sir didn't 

make us put what he wants on 

the project and just let us get on 

with our work

I really enjoyed using the computer 

to make a comic.

If we had a bigger board 

because then you could make 

more things.

more fun and better than normal 

 lessons 

let you be more creative

it would be better if the teacher 

gave you websites to find out 

about physics

I really enjoyed working with my 

friends in a group. I learnt a lot of 

science from this project.

It would be good to have a mini 

public critique each lesson.

WE WORKED AS A TEAM VERY 

WELL!!!!!!!!!

WE COULD BE MORE 

RESILIENT

i realy enjoyed useing our 

resorsefulness into our creative 

thinking to produce a great 

presontation

i didn`t enjoy nearer the end 

because i felt a lot of stress from 

the teacher and the pupils

 computers.

 

 

 

Doing more work.

working well in a group and be co-

operitivly if i got to work with my mate's



It was good because we learnt 

 physics as a team

and produced high quality work.

We could have more time to do 

our project.

I liked making the quiz with my 

group and asking people questions 

about which celeberity to use for 

the quiz

We could do something like this 

again in the same groups

 work with friends 

  got more involed 

 helped with work

if all members was here

I enjoyed coming into lesson and 

 knowing what to do.

I enjoyed working in groups.

We had more time and 

reasorces

it was very fun because we could 

be creative

i would make things more 

colourful and make it standout

It was fun and interesting to work in 

groups with friends which helped 

me work well as a team.

If we could add videos of things 

to do with our subject and 

include them in with our work

it was fun to work in a group with 

freinds and it helpt my learning.

if we could make our own vidios 

and include them in our work.

i liked making creative things like 

the ride and helping with he pop up 

booklet.

if we could use computers to 

show videos to people.

working as a team with differnt 

people

if we had a few more days to do 

pbl

we were placed with our friends 

 which ment we worked better.

 we worked well together well.

 we produced loads of good work.

all members were here......



because everyone contributed I0 UJTFGP;GBKDCG

I enjoyed making the power point. We all got on and didnt argue.

I enjoyed created the learning 

resources. If we worked together and faster.

DOING THE EXPERIMENTS TO 

LEARN MORE ABOUT PHYSICS

IF WE CAN PICK OUR OWN 

GROUPS IT WOULD BE MORE 

FUN LEARNING

computer work and not having to 

copy out of text books

we could pick are own groups 

and the topic 

making things 

to make sure we get to work the 

first time and not leave things till 

last minute

i enjoyed working as a team and it 

was great to learn about something 

we are going to be involved soon.

changed are maybe more choice 

and materails for designs like 

roller coaster and other things, 

but overall it was a expetional 

learning project :).


